What job is right for me? Find your true calling – quick summary

Life is more than work, but work is a significant part of our life on this planet. Choosing a right profession is one of the most important decisions we have to make in our life.

Here are the five things you should consider when deciding about your future profession (regardless of your age):

1. **Work should be fun.** What activities make you fell good and happy? What things do you enjoy doing? Make a list of these activities right now, and think if you can get paid for doing any of them.

2. **Try to find the purpose in what you do.** Most people go to work just because everyone else does the same thing in the morning (or in the evening, if they do night shifts :)). You should never find yourself in the same position, and if you do, you should change it immediately.

3. **You should be good at what you do.** We enjoy doing things we are good at. It is related to our confidence, to our view of ourselves. Having a job you are good at (or excel in) will help you to enjoy yourself, your days in work, and your life in general. Oppositely, if you suck in your job, if your superiors and colleagues complain about you every day, you will struggle to find happiness in your life.

4. **Be realistic with your choices.** We all have dreams and we should never forget them. Dreams keep us going, they help us to overcome the crisis of motivation, they are often our main driving force (or at least the main positive driving force, because we can be driven to work hard also by problems and lack of money, but that isn’t really a positive motivation—it is often a destructive one). Always, however, we need to walk up a ladder one step at a time, and we should not aim extremely high with our first job (or with our second one). Consider your chances realistically when deciding about your professional career.

5. **Money are “not” important.** It is great to do something you like to do. It is even better to do something you excel in. And if you see a meaningful purpose in your daily activities, it is perfect, and you have found an answer to what job is right for me question. Nevertheless, money always plays the role. Make a list of your monthly living costs, including some enjoyment (sport, theatre, relax, spa, you name it). Look at the number and think whether the career of your choice can provide for it. Think also about your family (the one you plan to have, perhaps), and try to consider the desirable income from a broader perspective.

Source and more information on the topic: [https://interviewpenguin.com/what-job-is-right-for-me/](https://interviewpenguin.com/what-job-is-right-for-me/)